
 
 

H&F LEISURE CARD 
 

VISION – That all residents want and possess a Hammersmith and Fulham Leisure Card that can be 
integrated into the Prepaid Card infrastructure in the future, enabling benefits from discounted or 
reward based access to leisure facilities. Discounted in this case does not mean concessions (with 
the exception of residents in receipt of disability or invalidity allowances and the registered disabled). 
 
OPTION 1 – REWARD CARD  
This card would not offer any discount, would be free to all residents and works on the basis of 
collecting points based upon usage. Cardholders are rewarded by frequent use and offers that would 
save in the region of 10%.  
 
This would not generate any income through the purchase of the Leisure Card. Previous Lifestyle 
cardholders would be signposted to off-peak usage and off-peak rates. All card holders can be 
targeted in terms of marketing to ongoing and new offers. (E.g. swim for £1 between 4pm and 6pm 
Mon-Fri). This type of card needs good management systems in place. The borough’s leisure 
providers would see an increase in income, so a profit share arrangement would be crucial in terms 
of mitigating the loss of income to LBHF.  
 
This type of card usually has higher ongoing costs (covered by our contracted leisure providers) due 
to the programming and marketing of discounted opportunities, but it does not need to be renewed 
each year, and income generation is higher as discounts are limited.  
 
OPTION 2 – DISCOUNT CARD 
Same as above but residents pay a one-off sum for the card which entitles everyone to an agreed 
discount (10-25%) for access to leisure facilities.  
 
Both options are administered by the leisure providers to reduce the council’s overheads and a 
guaranteed income from the leisure providers would be negotiated to offset the loss of current 
lifestyle card income plus profit share. 

 
LINKS TO THE PRE PAID CARD 
The above options do not preclude the desire for RSD to remain involved in the universal case and 
benefits of the Prepaid Card. Lessons can be learned around the technology and ability of the market 
to provide a multi-functional card. 
 
PROVIIDING CUSTOMER INTELLIGENCE 
Both options would provide the council with useful customer intelligence, offering future marketing 
opportunities. Issuing cards (at cost or more) offers us the chance to create or enhance a 
comprehensive CRM record for each applicant. The registration process should include a number of 
options for being kept in touch with council and partner activities through email and SMS. Detailed 
and very niche (as well as broad) marketing can then take place as well as purchases either through 
the card or, indeed, through the mobile phone. For example, we could offer all residents close to 
Ravenscourt Park with children tickets to the Fireworks or we could target weekday squash players 
by text when a court is available at short notice for either a free or very discounted play. The CRM 
also offers huge opportunities to move cost away from the  office; the better the data held the more 
opportunity to do this eg - we could forewarn residents if refuse collections are being disrupted in any 
particular area, or a school is closed, or road works are likely to cause delays etc. We could remind 
people of voting opportunities, conduct simple yes no opinion surveys and so forth. The cost of bulk 
texts can be very low, as little as 1 or 2 pence. The financial benefit of avoiding calls to the contact 
centre are potentially significant. Recent studies have shown very clearly that the more contact 
residents have with their council the more regard they have for it. 


